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KENTUCKY BLUES

KU alumnus Kevin Goodnight practices playing his trumpet during the Kentucky Blues Jam at Tidballs on
Sunday night. Once a week, blues and music enthusiasts come together to play and improve their musical
talents. Goodnight, who studied music at WKU and served as an assistant band director for three local high
schools, stepped on stage with several other musicians to play the trumpet and the drums that night. "It's like
garage band meets adults," said Goodnight. BRIA GRANVILLE/SPECIAL TO THE HERALD
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Students weigh pros, cons of
Honors College membership
BY ALEX SANDEFUR
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU
Students are thinking about leaving
the Honors College after finding the
incentive to stay is not as great as they
anticipated.
Honors students are required to have
a cumulative GPA of 3.2 and complete
33 honors credit hours to be in good
standing. While there are perks like
honors housing and priority registration, some current students say this is
not enough to keep them enrolled all
four years.

Brittany, a sophomore biology major
and honors student who prefers to be
referenced only by her first name due
to potential academic conflict, said
she is considering dropping out of the
Honors College her junior or senior
year.
“I like the Honors College, but I don't
want to stress about classes because
they are so difficult to get into,” she
said. “There just aren’t that many honors classes in my major.”
Wolfgang Brauner, honors advisor
for the almost 1,400 honors students,
said it is up to the head of each uni-

versity department to decide which
classes will have honors sections for
that semester.
“In an ideal world, there would be
plenty of honors classes, but there
aren’t enough resources,” Brauner
said. “That is not something we can
control.”
Brittany said the Honors College
spends a lot of its resources on recruiting new students and not enough on
making those students want to stay
once they are at WKU.
“They favor high schoolers over stu-

SEE HONORS PAGE A2

Compensation
target of BOR
investigation
BY ANDREW HENDERSON
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU
The Board of Regents Finance Committee has been tasked to look at the
issue of compensation for WKU employees.
At the Sept. 17 University Senate
meeting, Chairwoman of the senate
Kate Hudepohl spoke about a meeting she and several others had with
regent Gillard Johnson, chairman of
the Board of Regents Finance Committee. She said during their meeting,
she learned Frederick Higdon, Board
of Regents chairman, had charged the
Finance Committee to look at the situation of compensation.
Hudepohl said she, senate Vice
Chairwoman Julie Shadoan and
Chairman of Staff Council Josh Marble
met with Johnson on Aug. 28, when
they learned about his interest in the
issue of employee compensation.
During the meeting with Johnson,
Hudepohl said, Marble presented
the idea of having compensation
being attached to a stable revenue
stream. Hudepohl said she believed
this would be ideal. That way, compensation would become a priority
and not a question. If enrollment goes
up, then money would be available; if
state funding becomes available, then
compensation increases would occur.
Hudepohl said Higdon was aware
of a May senate resolution that concerned compensation for employees.
This information was given to Johnson for addressing the matter with the
Finance Committee.
The resolution in question from the
May senate meeting was from the
Faculty Welfare and Professional Responsibilities Committee and was
unanimously approved electronically
by Faculty Welfare.
The resolution states that “faculty
and staff have not experienced a merit
raise or merit pool since 2007; and faculty salaries at WKU at all ranks are below benchmark.”
“Be it further resolved that the University Senate encourage faculty to
consider pursuing whatever means
necessary to help the administration
in this refocusing effort,” the resolution states.
In an attempt to refocus these efforts, Tamela Smith, manager of audiovisual services and staff regent, has
been collecting input from staff members about their concerns.
In an email sent to university staff
members on Sept. 29, Smith asked
staff to email her comments and concerns about current salary levels and
how they believe compensation in-

SEE COMPENSATION PAGE A2

Students, faculty respond to
Kentucky gubernatorial election
BY MONICA BROWN
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU
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With the upcoming gubernatorial
elections, voting has become an important discussion around campus.
On Nov. 3 of this year, Democrat Jack
Conway and Republican Matt Bevin
will face off for the Kentucky governor
position.
Education has been a hot topic
between the two candidates. While
most of their discussions have centered around childhood education
programs such as Head Start, the two
have also offered their opinions on the
state of higher education.
A May 2015 article by The CourierJournal compiled views on various
issues offered by what where then six
candidates for the governor position.
The question poised to the candidates was, “What do you propose to
do as governor to address the issue
of the rising cost of higher education,
and how do you plan to pay for your
proposal?”
Bevin’s response noted how one of
the main causes of rising tuition is the

A political sign endorsing Democratic candidate Jack Conway stands in a front
yard in Bowling Green. Conway is running against Republican candidate Matt
Bevin for the 2015 Kentucky gubernatorial election. HARRISON HILL/HERALD
increase in the number of students technical and life skills necessary to
who are choosing to attend college.
contribute to our economy,” Bevin
“As Governor, I would invest in responded. “Additionally, I will lead to
well-structured vocational training implement outcomes based funding
programs to develop workers with
SEE ELECTION PAGE A2
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Continued from FRONT
to determine the allocation of the tax
dollars being spent on post-secondary
education.”
Conway touched on his record as
Kentucky attorney general and his efforts to stop for-profit colleges that were
taking advantage of state students.
Student Government Association
senator Nathan Cherry focused on
Bevin’s stances on Common Core curriculum. He said while Common Core
may not be entirely relevant to the topic of higher education, he agrees with
Bevin’s stance on the topic.

HONORS

Continued from Front
-dents already in the program,” she
said.
Hayden Grace, a first-year exploratory major from Hopkinsville, said
the Honors College at WKU stood out
while he was looking into colleges.
Grace said he likes that the Honors
College has its own set of advisers who
get to know the students.
“[The Honors College] fosters a sense
of community,” he said. “I wanted to
be a part of that.”
Grace said he has no plans to leave
the Honors College in the future.
Lydia, a sophomore honors student
who wishes to have her last name left
out due to potential academic conflict,

COMPENSATION
Continued from FRONT

creases should be implemented.
Smith said staff expressed concern
about the lack of merit pay, the cost
of insurance and other services that
are becoming more difficult to pay for
due to the lack of raises. She said while
a cost-of-living raise would help, the
overall morale of staff members is dismal.
"We have an excellent working environment, and people really enjoy being a part of the university. But those
things aren’t enough anymore to keep
staff here,” Smith said.
Smith approximates that staff make
up some 60 percent of employees at

COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD

“I personally know many parents who
are amazed at the stupidity and complexity of the methods their children are
forced to use in mathematics and other
subjects,” Cherry said. “A generation
educated with Common Core will not
be prepared for higher education, so I
think Matt Bevin gets points from me
there for saying he will repeal it.”
Conway is focusing his views on
school funding. His support on national testing is well known as well as
his support for funding to establish
new schools, funding for block grants
to hire more teachers and the elimination of restrictions on federal education funding.

With elections fast approaching,
the importance of voting is being discussed on WKU’s campus.
Political science professor Scott Lasley said the odds of a single voter affecting the elections are pretty small,
but it is important for citizens to participate.
“You want to start with voting but
also attend things, know your representatives, know your members of
congress because then it makes it easier to connect,” Lasley said. “So I would
never just encourage students to vote
solely because it would affect the outcome but because it is an important
part of the process of building political

currency.”
Cherry said some students feel as if
their vote doesn’t matter.
“Our opinions as students often go
unheard simply because we choose not
to exercise our right to vote,” Cherry
said. “To encourage our fellow students
to participate in the democratic process and provide the oversight over our
government, I think we have to make
people realize that their vote and the
elections really do matter. A perfect example of this truth was the Republican
gubernatorial primary this year. Matt
Bevin defeated James Comer for the
Republican bid by less than 100 votes
across the entire state of Kentucky.”

said her nursing program is difficult
enough without adding honors.
“The nursing program is very intense,” Lydia said. “I’ve seen my sister
struggle with classes, and she didn’t
even have any extracurriculars. How
would I be able to handle it?”
Brauner said the honors curriculum
is not meant to add more work for the
student; rather, it is meant to be embedded in classes students are already
taking. He also said the college tries
to provide ample opportunities, such
as augmenting upper-division offline
classes, for students to reach the required credits.
Brauner said some professors do not
allow augmentations, and that is up to
them. He said he believes some professors may not do augmentations be-

cause the process is not entirely clear.
Brauner said another reason students may choose to leave the Honors
College is the Capstone Experience/
Thesis.
According to the Honors College
website, CE/T is a research or creative
project in which honors students combine their passion and career goals by
working with a professor.
This project is optional; students can
choose to opt out of the CE/T and take
six additional honors hours in their

major.
Elizabeth Gish, assistant professor in the Honors College, has helped
students with their CE/T in the past.
She said students can be intimidated
by the name but end up enjoying the
project because they get to study what
they love.
The bonus is getting to work closely
with a professor. Developing those
relationships with professors is what
Gish said being an honors student is
about.

the university; members range from
building service attendants to office
associates and vice presidents.
“Sometimes people overlook the
staff. We certainly all care about the
students — we want to take care of
our students — and faculty certainly
are important to that, but the staff are
equally as important,” she said.
Both Smith and Hudepohl commended Johnson for the work he’s doing with looking into employees’ compensation.
Hudepohl said she’s grateful the
Board of Regents has taken up this
matter and hopes it will move into action.
“I would hope there’s some real action taken, not just words,” she said.
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SGA increases outreach to regional campuses
BY MARCEL MAYO
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU
Student Government Association President Jay Todd
Richey is in the process of setting up a listening tour for all
regional campuses.
This tour entails Richey going to the different campus
government associations and
listening to the issues they
are currently facing. The tour
would start with Glasgow on
Nov. 15.
All students are free to follow along. Richey wants to acquire a better understanding
of students’ needs and wants
on WKU’s four regional campuses.
“I care deeply about the students,” Richey said. “WKU

students and every single
member of the WKU community need to understand
that WKU is a system with four
campuses.”
Richey supports the advantage of having other WKUrelated resources in different
locations of Kentucky.
“I believe WKU regional
campuses provide many opportunities for students that
may not have been able to
find the opportunity to go to
college any other way,” Richey
said.
SGA and Richey are working
with the regional campuses
to establish Student Body Associations on the four regional
campuses.
Being a member of the Student Body Association would

give participants the opportunity to be a part of the decision-making process when
SGA votes on new resolutions
and bills.
“Owensboro is the only regional campus that doesn’t
have a Student Body Association, and I would love to see
that,” Richey said.
Richey said the regional
campuses are being left out
and are underrepresented.
“We have a Student Body
Association in Glasgow. We
just got one at Elizabethtown/
Ft. Knox, and hopefully we
can get one in Owensboro,”
Richey said.
Richey also instructed SGA
members not to leave out other campuses on purpose when
they refer to WKU’s campus.

“There is no main campus,
nor are there satellite campuses,” Richey said. “They’re
Hilltoppers just like us.”
Samantha Johnson, the
Student Body Association
president of Glasgow campus,
doesn’t think extended campuses should be responsible
for paying certain fees for resources they don’t use.
“[The] majority of students
that go to extended campuses are never on the Bowling
Green campus,” Johnson said.
Johnson said she is grateful for
SGA and Richey’s consideration
for the regional campuses.
“We have a really good working relationship with SGA,”
said Johnson.
Johnson said Richey has
made efforts to reach out to

her to start working on some
events in the future for extended campuses.
Student Body Association
President Cara Barbara of the
Elizabethtown/Ft. Knox campus said she’s really excited to
voice issues concerning the
campus.
“We are excited about
bringing domestic violence
awareness and sexual assault
awareness to the campuses
of Elizabethtown and Fort
Knox,” she said.
Barbara said Richey has
been very diligent about including the regional campuses in all WKU-related events.
“We really appreciate Jay
Todd Richey’s willingness to
reach out to the regional campuses,” said Barbara.

SGA plans to celebrate 50th anniversary

BY MARCEL MAYO

HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU

The celebration for the 50th
anniversary of the Student
Government Association in
2016 is expected to be big.
An official date hasn’t been
picked yet, so it remains unclear whether or not the anniversary will be celebrated
in the fall or spring semester.
“Officially, the 50th anniversary of SGA will be next
semester in 2016,” said SGA
President Jay Todd Richey. “It’s

still in the works right now, but
there have been ideas tossed
around about maybe having
a gala.”
Richey said another possibility is inviting alumni, current students and previous
SGA members to WKU to see
improvements such as Downing Student Union that WKU
has made in past years.
“We’re trying to think of if
we can merge it with elections
next fall, or is that too late,”
said Richey.
This will probably be a more
formal event.

“It’s really in the idea phase.
We don’t want it to be talk …
where the SGA leadership and
executive says, ‘Here is what
we’re going to do.’ We’re going to make it open-ended
for all SGA members and any
students that want to participate,” said Richey.
SGA last celebrated its
achievements in 2006 for its
40th anniversary.
According to WKU Libraries
Blog, “The Student Advisory
Council of 1956 was the first
incarnation of WKU’s Student
Government Association. A

constitution was written in
1963 and a student council
was active in February and
March 1965.”
SGA has been active on
WKU's campus since 1966. It
tries to make a big difference
on campus for students and to
be the students’ voice.
SGA has seen its share of
resolutions and fundings both
passed and not passed.
On Sept. 14, 1976, SGA
passed a resolution for school
to be cancelled on Nov. 1 to
vote on the election holiday
on Nov. 2. WKU’s president at

the time, Dero Downing, disagreed, which led students to
a boycott endorsement for the
university on Nov. 1.
On the other hand, on Nov.
1, 2011, the SGA senate did
not pass R04-11-F, a resolution that supported the name
change from Downing University Center to Downing
Student Union during the
building’s renovation. Keyana
Boka was the author of this
resolution.
Richey said he wants to
make this anniversary one to
remember for years to come.

2015 Kentucky Hopeline Drive helps victims of domestic abuse
BY SAMANTHA WRIGHT
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU
This week, old phones can
be donated to combat domestic abuse.
Students can donate old
phones and chargers at one
of the many donation boxes
around campus for the 2015
Kentucky Hopeline Drive
from Verizon.
The Hopeline Drive helps
all victims of domestic abuse
by refurbishing and recycling old phones, chargers
and other accessories in an
environmentally-safe
way.
The proceeds from this process are donated to domestic
violence awareness and prevention campaigns. The donations are either in the form
of cash grants, which support
domestic violence awareness
and prevention programs, or
in the form of wireless phones
and services, which are given
to local domestic violence
shelters and nonprofit organizations.
The proceeds from this drive
will go towards the Kentucky
Coalition Against Domestic
Violence and its service areas,
which includes the Barren
River Safe Space in Bowling
Green, the Legal Aid Society
and the University of Kentucky Office for Policy Studies
on Violence Against Women.
Kristi Branham, director

of the Gender and Women’s
Studies program, emphasized
the importance of this drive.
“Domestic violence affects
1 in 3 women, 1 in 4 men and
more than 3 million children
in the US alone,” she said.
“And in 2013, 3,500 Kentuckians spent at least one night
in a domestic violence shelter,
including 1,927 women and
1,553 children.”
She added she sees the reality of these numbers often.
“Working in the discipline I
work in, young students I work
with, they’re coming to campus already having experience
with [domestic violence],” she
said. “It impacts more people
than we realize.”
The phones and accessories
can be in any condition and
from any provider. There are
donation boxes at the following locations on main campus:
Gender and Women’s Studies
Center; Counseling and Testing Center in Potter Hall 409;
Institute for Citizenship and
Social Responsibility in Tate
Page Hall room 110; Recreation Administration in Diddle Arena, second floor and
the Downing Student Union
Information Desk. There is
also a box in the Alice Rowe
Learning Assistance Center on
South Campus.
Katelyn Calhoun, a junior
from Greensburg, said in an
email interview the drive both

WKU is hosting a Hopeline Drive through Verizon Wireless to collect cell phones and electronics to
benefit victims of domestic violence. The drive ends Friday. Collection boxes are located in several
buildings on main campus and South Campus. GABRIEL SCARLETT/HERALD
helps victims of domestic violence and helps students get
rid of old electronic junk.
“Everyone has like 20 old
[RAZR phones], slide keyboard phones, or random
chargers in their junk drawer
at home that they are literally
never going to use again,” she
said. “Donating them to HopeLine is an incredibly easy way
to help your community and
victims of domestic violence.
Donating them to Hopeline

is a much better alternative to
the junk drawer.”
She added she plans to donate herself.
“I have this bright blue, slide
keyboard phone from 8th
grade in my desk at home that
I’m going to bring, and I have
a couple of random chargers
as well.”
Donations are accepted until the end of business hours
on Friday.
Elizabeth Madariaga, the

Sexual Assault Services Coordinator and a counselor at the
Counseling and Testing Center, said this drive increases
awareness and gives back to
the community.
“The reason we’re doing this
drive is to increase awareness
about domestic violence since
October is domestic violence
awareness month, and it’s an
easy way to give back to the
community,” she said. “It’s a
way to help that’s really easy.”
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OPINION

Have an opinion? Tweet us
@wkuherald or find us on Facebook
at WKUHerald as well. Let us know
your thoughts about the editorial, or
write us with what is on your mind.

@mattielizabeth: WKU, we have
a suggestion. Just....a place where
you can go to pet puppies when
you're stressed. Open 24/7.
— Sent 12:34 AM - 9 Oct 2015
@hollyoliver07: Only after a WKU
game do you see a guy in his boxer
briefs talking to the police. # missedpicture
— Sent 1:00 PM - 10 Oct 2015
@NealMobile32: WKU is a fun
place
— Sent 12:31 PM - 10 Oct 2015
@tycrom4: I've never seen more
girls in red dresses and cowgirl
boots in my life #WKU
— Sent 11:56 AM - 10 Oct 2015
@carley_maria: Nothing says
"happy Friday" like the smell of dog
food wafting through campus #wku
— Sent 7:07 AM - 9 Oct 2015
@team_shelbs: Do people at wku
even go to class
— Sent 6:48 AM - 9 Oct 2015

Culture of violence is to blame for mass shootings
THE ISSUE: School shootings are becoming more prevalent, creating tension and
fear on campuses and stirring discussions
about gun control and mental illness.
OUR STANCE: It’s difficult thinking about
school shootings, especially on our own
campus. In light of the shootings at colleges in Oregon, Arizona and Texas and
the threat at Eastern Kentucky University,
gun violence is becoming more common
and important to discuss.

S

ince the beginning of October, there have been three
fatal shootings on college
campuses across the U.S. Closer to
home, EKU was shut down at the
end of last week because of threatening graffiti.
After news about Umqua Community College in Oregon spread,
media outlets like CBS Evening
News published stories with headlines like, “Mass shootings and the
mental health connection.”
Talking about mental illness in
relation to extreme cases of vio-

lence only adds to the stigma surrounding it and harms those affected by it. Violence and mental
illness are not directly correlated
according to a report published
by Jeffrey W. Swanson, E. Elizabeth
McGinty, Seena Fazel and Vickie
M. Mays titled “Mental illness and
reduction of gun violence and suicide: bringing epidemiologic research to policy.”
Yes, gun control is a major issue. According to research done
by Stanford law professor John J.
Donohue III that was published in
December, right-to-carry laws are
connected to higher rates of crime,
specifically robbery, rape and aggravated assault.
Obviously, all of the offenders in
the shootings had access to guns
in order to commit the crimes. A
more intensive process in buying
and keeping a gun and more rigid
laws controlling the use of guns
owned by the public would help to
decrease violent crime.
Discourse needs to shift from

talk of gun control and mental illness towards a critique of the culture of violence prevalent in the
U.S.
The shooter in Oregon reportedly
expressed fascination in other famous murderers. It’s no secret that
these violent incidents are talked
about for weeks and months after
they occur. Though most people
will know the names of the perpetrators, only a few will know the
names of the victims.
Movies, television shows and
video games all display violence so
often that viewers become desensitized to it. These are just outlets
used to express violence without
fear of punishment, but they also
make acts of violence — acts that
would disgust many people —
seem normal and achievable.
While pop culture isn’t the only
source to blame, its reach to almost
everyone makes it a huge contributing factor. To stop violent crime,
we need to examine how violence
is expressed in the U.S.

@mad_millz_ : only at WKU do less
than half of students show up for
8 am classes but have 100% attendance at 7 am pre-tailgates #topsby90
— Sent 2:28 PM - 9 Oct 2015
@CouldCare_less: I feel that wku
should have chick fil a open on
Sunday's
— Sent 5:27 PM - 11 Oct 2015

SKIPPING BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S

Halloween costume how-tos for spooky fun
BY SCOUT HARDIN
HERALD.OPINION@WKU.EDU

Gather around the
cauldron, kiddies! A
dash of wolfsbane,
one teaspoon of
eye of newt, some
tongue of bat —
throw it all into our
bubbling brew! We’ll
make a concoction
SCOUT
HARDIN that will turn even
the most conventional into dressers
of the dark. Take a sip if you dare, or
at least heed my Halloween advice.
With just a couple of weeks until
the spookiest night of the year, All
Hallows Eve is fast approaching.
Prepare yourself for a ghoulishly

good time with an unforgettable
outfit. Take a trip up to the attic, dust
off the cobwebs and hunt for a costume that will impress for years. Follow these simple steps, and you'll be
looking appealing — or appalling
—in a snap!
Rule No. 1 of Halloween dressing: Listen to “Monster Mash.”
Other appropriate Halloween music includes “The Addams Family”
theme, “Werewolf Bar Mitzvah” and
spooky moaning ghost recordings.
This is critical for getting into the
Halloween spirit.
Rule No. 2: Now that we've assembled an All Hallows Eve playlist, we
can get down to the truly scary stuff:
choosing a costume! Be macabre,
maniacal or majestic. Steal a look
from your favorite celebrity, a movie
character from your youth or a TV
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Halloween.
Scavenge thrift stores, antique
malls and even yard sales. You don't
have to spend a fortune at a pop-up
Halloween store. All they want to do
is steal your candy money, so don't
give in to that nonsense.
Rule No. 4: Whatever you decide
on wearing for your trick-or-treat
festivities, make sure you are comfortable. Create a costume you feel
confident about and in! If all of
your friends are channeling their
inner va-va vixen — which is completely acceptable — but you don't
want to, you don't have to! You can
dress as a nun, for all I care; just do
it with the spirit of Halloween in
your heart.
Now go, my sweets — time for
tricks and treats! All Hallows Eve is
coming. Are you ready?
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show you love.
Kim Kardashian is great Halloween costume material; she fulfils
not only your pop culture needs
but also the archetypal devil or angel costume. (Decide at your own
risk.) Feeling inspired by the things
that go bump in the night? A classic
vampire, witch or werewolf will never go out of style. Are you going with
friends? Consider coordinating costumes! If you’re a tall glass of water
with a surplus of short friends, give
Snow White and the seven dwarves
a shot!
Rule No. 3: Looking scary good
doesn't have to be frighteningly expensive! Thrift shops are your friend.
Just make sure you don't wait until
the last minute to get your costume
from Goodwill unless you're planning on being a homeless person for
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FOR SALE
BUY - SELL - TRADE: Games, DVDs, Records!
Also, comics, toys, CCGs, RPGs, more! The Great
Escape Records & Comics. 2945 Scottsville Rd (near
Greenwood Mall) (270)782-8092

HELP WANTED
Attention Health Majors:
Yoga Instructor Needed. Weekly classes preferred.
Call David Nuckols at GT Fitness
dnuckgt@gmail.com
270-791-3154

GRAPHIC DESIGN ARTIST - ADVERTISING
Seeking an energetic, full time, on site graphic
design artist for production of graphics for TV
commercials, web videos, social media, and
printed material. Candidate must have a desire to
produce images that sizzle!
If you’re a team player that relentlessly searches
for the strongest way to create demand response
and bring brand strategy to life; constantly
dreaming of innovative ways to broadcast
marketing messages through TV, print and multimedia advertising; and you dream of creating
campaigns that drive instant, positive results –
YOU could be our new star!
We are an in-house advertising agency for a
multi-state personal injury law firm looking for
a talented graphic artist to work in our Bowling
Green, KY corporate headquarters.
REQUIREMENTS
-Solid experience with the Adobe Creative
Suite (Illustrator/Photoshop)
-Must have experience working in a fast
paced deadline oriented environment
-Web design and content writing experience
is a plus
-Portfolio required to be considered
(Web based link preferred)

Email your resume to:
RBrown@hughesandcoleman.com

Our busy Personal Injury firm is currently
seeking a part time Office Clerk for immediate
hire. Previous office experience is highly
preferred. Applicants must be available to work a
minimum of three hours per day,
Monday – Friday. Qualified applicants will be
self-motivated, organized, eager to meet
multiple deadlines simultaneously and very
dependable. Tasks may include, but will not
necessarily be limited to the following:
Frequent office errands (driver’s license and
reliable transportation are required)
Faxing
Filing
Scanning/attaching documents
Data entry
Typing
General office duties
Please email your resume to
Rbrown@hughesandcoleman.com

Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading or false claims
but cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution when answering ads, especially
when asked to send money or provide credit card information. The College Heights Herald
is not responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

START

Across
1 Radiated joy
7 “Hi and Lois” pooch
11 Fair grade
14 Smithy fixtures
15 Literary pen name
16 Half of a steep
price?
17 Refused
18 Aggressive
property seizure
20 Video game
pioneer
21 Unit to plow
22 Church section
near the altar
23 Red Square shrine
25 Suffix with church
26 Disdainful chorus
27 Golden Fleece ship
29 Campaign funding
org.
32 Pet hair pickerupper
37 Cope with change
40 Long-jawed fish
41 Farm machinery
giant
42 Green Hornet’s
great-uncle, with
“The”
45 Hit hard
46 First-year law
student
47 Word on some
doors
50 Ship leader: Abbr.
52 Stretch between
new moons
58 Away from port
59 Lots
60 “Gone With the

Wind” family name
61 Sharp-sighted
63 ‘80s-’90s Mets
pitcher nicknamed
“Dr. K”
64 Stan of Marvel
Comics
65 Only
66 Ancient Chinese
divination text
67 Violinists’ sect.
68 Binding vows
69 Summer wear

30 Brouhaha
31 Kitchen gadget
with a magnet
33 Pester
34 Rock-boring drill
35 Historical period
36 Dream letters
38 Binoculars brand
39 Otto minus cinque
43 Ameliorated
44 Play about robots
48 Kiss
49 Sounds of seasonal
joy
50 Phones
51 Up to this moment
53 Unborn, after “in”
54 Points of
connection
55 Apex antonym
56 Lott from
Mississippi
57 Puts on a hook
62 Brit. recording
giant
63 Enlistees, briefly

Down
1 __ reader: grade
school text
2 Related maternally
3 Birdlike
4 Central vein of a
leaf
5 Weather-affecting
phenomenon
6 Brit. military
decoration
7 Big name in auto
parts
8 Apprehension
9 Place to get a Cab
10 Wander (about)
PREVIOUS CROSSWORD SOLUTION
11 One sharing a
ride
12 Rub off
13 Dying fire bit
19 Honkers on the
ground
21 Punctuation in
email addresses
24 Costa del __
28 “The Twilight
Zone” creator Serling
29 Buddy
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WKU Green
Tours
showcase
sustainability
BY BRITTINY MOORE
HERALD.FEATURES@WKU.EDU

SHINING

BRIGHT

From ‘American Idol’ contestant to college
student, rising star settles on the Hill
BY KALEE CHISM
HERALD.FEATURES@WKU.EDU
Each season, thousands
of ambitious singers audition for “American Idol.” For
one contestant and WKU
student, it opened doors
into a world of music.
Brandy Neelly, a sophomore from Oldham County,
is an up-and-coming country-music artist who was discovered on “American Idol,”
a televised singing competition.
“It was an amazing experience,” Neelly said. “I got

to meet a lot of people I
wouldn’t have met and see
a lot of things a lot of people
have never gotten to see.”
Neelly discovered her own
talent as a 9-year-old when
she began singing at karaoke competitions in Kentucky and Tennessee.
In 2011, Neelly first auditioned for “American Idol,”
but it took three auditions
before she made it past “Hollywood Week” during season
13. She then rose to the Top
15 before being eliminated.
“[‘American Idol’] showed
me that if you work really

hard for something that you
want, it can actually happen
with hard work and determination,” Neelly said. “Moving
forward with my life, I will
have that kind of persistence
and determination.”
Neelly is now the lead vocalist of the Brandy Neelly
Band. The band is currently
under contract with Century Music Group, located in
Nashville. The label is helping produce a new single
set to come out soon.
Sherry Clouse, Neelly’s
manager, believes Neelly’s
“God-given vocal

talent” and determination
will take her far in this industry.
“She is an incredible talent. Her vocal ability is tremendous, and she has a
huge range.” Clouse said.
“Besides her vocal ability,
she is a true artist.”
Outside the studio and
off the stage, Neelly is very
committed to giving back
through service projects.
She currently volunteers
with Unbridled Eve Gala,
whose proceeds benefit
Blessings in a Backpack.

SEE IDOL PAGE A7

Sophomore Brandy Neelly recently made it to the Top 15 on “American Idol” during the show’s "Hollywood Week.” Since leaving the show, Neelly has become the lead vocalist of the Brandy Neelly Band and is learning how to balance her social life
and school life as a musician. PHOTO SUBMITTED BY BRANDY NEELLY

Composting student waste at Downing Student Union, lighting Diddle
Arena with LEDs and planting indigenous vegetation are just a few ways
WKU has worked to become a more
sustainable campus.
People can see and discuss these and
other environmentally friendly acts on
campus during a Green Tour hosted by
WKU’s Office of Sustainability.
The Green Tours are led by Sustainability Coordinator Christian Ryan
and showcase the innovations WKU
has implemented towards becoming
an eco-friendly campus.
“This is a way to raise awareness to
our sustainability initiative on campus,” Ryan said. “The tour shows how
we are operating our campus to make
it more sustainable.”
Tours include eight signs around
campus that highlight one of WKU’s
many sustainable acts, such as the
lighting at Diddle Arena. The Office of
Sustainability is currently working on
developing tour signage.
The signs are sponsored primarily
by Sodexo, the company that provides
WKU with facilities management.
Johnson Controls, a partner for sustainable energy efforts, also sponsors
signs that promote a sustainable energy environment.
“The signage is great, and the walking tour is great, but it’s not enough,”
Ryan said. “I’d love to have a WKU
Green Tour app to use while you walk
around campus as well as a virtual
Green Tour for prospective students.”
Molly Kerby is an associate professor in the diversity and community
studies department and the director
of Quality Enhancement Plan Implementation. According to her, the
Green Tours are a good way for students to learn to identify problems
and find ways to fix them.
Kerby actively participates in the
Green Tours by taking her Public Problem-Solving class on the tour each semester to understand the solutions
people have sought to make WKU
more sustainable.
“Christian always identifies a problem and plans to make it better,” Kerby
said, adding that the problem is fixed
by the time she returns each semester.
Kerby acknowledged that sustainability efforts on campus help both
the environment and WKU’s budget
with energy-efficient measures.
“All of [the Office of Sustainability’s]
initiatives have been successful and
save money,” Ryan said. “Our decisions must be better for the environment, community and the budget.”
The tours take at least an hour to allow enough time for the full learning
experience. They are run when people
make requests to the Office of Sustainability or contact Ryan directly.

Mellow Matt’s offers alternative selection of music, more
BY DAVID CAMARGO
HERALD.FEATURES@WKU.EDU
New and used vinyl, vintage
equipment,
memorabilia,
comics and more can be purchased at Bowling Green’s regional record store.
The local shop, Mellow
Matt’s Music and More, has
been nestled on Smallhouse
Road since its opening in October of 2013.
Aubrey Penn, a senior from
Frankfort, enjoys going to
Mellow Matt's for the store’s
unique merchandise.
“I love it,” Penn said. “I’ve
bought quite a lot of music
from here and some other
stuff: music, a tapestry and
movies. It’s also great to support local business.”
WKU students are not the
only people who enjoy the
record store. Rachel Feldman of Bowling Green has
been working at the store
as a cashier since the store
opened.
“I love working here; it’s the
coolest job,” Feldman said.
“Music is a passion of mine,
and I get to work with it. I even
get a huge library to pick from.”

Matthew Pfefferkorn, owner and founder of Mellow
Matt’s, sees his job as a way
to influence the Bowling
Green community in a positive way.
“I opened this store because
Bowling Green didn’t have … a
local music store,” he said.
Pfefferkorn enjoys owning a
record store in a college town.
The young demographic is
constantly coming and going,
which brings new faces into
his store.
“It [is] amazing to see how
many people want to buy records,” Pfefferkorn added.
In today’s world of music,
almost every song can be
found online, but Pfefferkorn said he likes this access
because it allows people to
discover new music faster. If
someone really enjoys an album online, Pfefferkorn believes he or she will come to
his store to buy a hard copy
of the work.
Tayler Dick, a senior from
Somerset, enjoys going to
Mellow Matt’s because he enjoys the store’s “vibe.”
“They have a really big mix of
different artists,” Dick said. “I

Alex Kary, front, and Carrie Mahagan, back, both of Bowling Green, sort through boxes of CDs and
records during record store day at Mellow Matt's. BRIAN POWERS/HERALD ARCHIVE
think [it] is really cool, and I actually got a puzzle from here.”
To expose the community
to a wider range of music,
Mellow Matt's hosts many
events at the shop and other
locations.

The shop often hosts an
event called “Vinyl TakeOver” at Lost River Pizza
Co. Participants can bring
their favorite records to be
“added to the spin” of music
for the night.

Last month's theme was “debut albums,” and this month’s
theme has yet to be announced. Pfefferkorn encourages the community to “come
join in the fun and bring your
records.”

WKUHERALD.COM
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Continued from LIFE

She has also volunteered as a celebrity waiter at the Celebrity Dinner Party
in Louisville, which benefits the Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation. Last year Neelly
helped raised more than $10,000, a record
for the event, and she won the Golden
Apron, a trophy given to the waiter who
earns the most money at the event.
“The way that I was raised, I was always
taught to give back not only to my family
but also to people that are less fortunate,”
Neelly said. “I’m just that type of person.
I’m not very self-indulgent.”
As a full-time student, member of
Kappa Delta sorority and rising music
star, Neelly said juggling her time-demanding schedule is not an easy task.

FOOTBALL

Continued from SPORTS
game and one of the day’s four touchdowns.
The final touchdown of the quarter came from a 28-yard strike from
Doughty to junior receiver Taywan
Taylor, putting WKU up 28-7.
To start the second quarter, Doughty
found Taylor for the second time that
day for a 9-yard touchdown reception.
The Blue Raiders’ only other scoring
during the half occurred when MTSU

SOCCER

Continued from SPORTS

good to play two teams that play a
comparable style.”
The match on Sunday started with
the Lady Toppers falling behind 1-0 in
the first half.
Kacey Johnson got things going for
UAB in the 11th minute when she put
a header into the net, but this was the
only goal scored during the first half.

VOLLEYBALL
Continued from SPORTS

“Again, Sydney is another kid you
heard me talk about earlier in the
season not being in a great rhythm,”
Hudson said. “It seems like we have
always been able to keep a few people in that rhythm, but it would be
nice to get all five or six of them at
one time to see what we could really
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“She has to balance a lot between her
social life, school work and her band.
She has a lot of priorities, and she
works really hard to balance them,”
says Sarah Schott, a sophomore from
St. Louis and friend of Neelly who lived
in the same building as her last year. “I
can only imagine what it would be like
to have so many things in order, but
she does an awesome job.”
At WKU, Neelly is majoring in communication studies and considering a
minor in broadcasting to aid her career
goal of being a performing artist.
“I’m not studying music because it’s
such a big part of my life, and I wanted
to experience something a little different with my education,” Neelly said.
Neelly chose to attend WKU for the
location, close-knit community and

spirit on campus.
“More than anything, I just felt it was
a home away from home,” Neelly said.
Neelly would like for WKU to showcase
more local talents and to make the music scene more prevalent on campus.
“I think that we need more local students that have those types of talents
to showcase those talents on campus,”

Neelly said. “That would be an awesome way to get involved.”
After she earns a degree, Neelly is interested in moving to Nashville to record her first album.
“I just want to move forward and
like the path that I’m taking and be
happy with the life that I’m creating
for myself,” she said.

freshman quarterback Brent Stockstill found Richie James on a 30-yard
touchdown reception.
WKU reached into its playbook and
immediately responded with a 69-yard
touchdown connection on a wide receiver pass. Sophomore Nacarius Fant
caught a screen and threw the ball to
Taylor for Taylor’s third touchdown of the
day, which put the Hilltoppers up 42-14.
The Hilltoppers recovered an onside
kick late in the first half that led to a 31yard field goal by senior kicker Garrett
Schwettman, putting the Hilltoppers

up 52-14 at halftime.
“When you get out to an early lead, it
helps everybody,” Brohm said. “We try
to be aggressive early on; we try to take
shots. We have playmakers on offense
that have gotten it done. We are protecting well, trying to be creative and
[to] have fun with it. When we get up
with a lead, it helps everybody. Without question, that’s important for us.”
MTSU scored two second-half
touchdowns as Stocksill threw for 296
yards and three touchdowns in the
game while Blue Raider receiver Richie

James finished with seven catches for
141 yards and two touchdowns.
Redshirt junior Anthony "Ace" Wales
returned to 2014 form on Saturday.
Coming back from a hamstring injury that held him out of the first four
games of the season, he tallied a career
high of 19 carries and totaled over 100
rushing yards for the second time in
his career.
Next the Hilltoppers play North Texas on Oct. 15 in Denton, Texas. It will
be the first of three consecutive away
games.

In the second half, the Lady Toppers
were hungry for a goal. During the 46th
minute, players piled up in the UAB
box, and confusion ensued. The ball
went back and forth until it was sent
to the back of UAB’s net. Ruled a UAB
own goal, it evened the score.
WKU came out stronger in the second half with 12 shots and added five
in overtime while holding UAB to three
shots in the second half.
Leone put forth a strong effort to

keep UAB out of the net in the second
half and finished the double-overtime
draw with eight saves in the game: a
season high for the sophomore who
now has 60 saves on the season.
This is WKU’s fifth overtime game
this season, and the draw brings the
team to 6-4-4 on the season and 2-2-2
in Conference USA. UAB is now 2-9-1
overall and 1-3-1 C-USA.
“We didn’t play very well in the first
half, but we came out in the second

half and played some of the best soccer
this season,” said Neidell. “UAB cleared
three balls off the goal line in the second half, and we felt like we played a
strong game, and it’s just unfortunate
not to get a better result than a draw.”
The Lady Toppers will return home for a
much-deserved home game against Florida International University on Friday at 6
p.m. at the WKU Soccer Complex. They
will then hit the road again to face the
Charlotte 49ers on Sunday at noon.

be.”
Two Lady Toppers surpassed statistical milestones this past weekend.
Junior defensive specialist Georgia
O’Connell was named C-USA’s Defensive Player of the Week after recording her 1,000th career dig on Friday
against UTSA.
In WKU’s 3-1 win on Sunday against
Southern Mississippi, Langenkamp
led the offensive attack and recorded

her 1,000th career kill on the Hill.
“That’s something that speaks to
how hard [Langenkamp] has worked
through her career here,” Hudson said.
“My guess is if you asked her if she
would ever get to 1,000 kills in college,
she would say absolutely not, but it has
been fun to watch her be productive at
this level.”
The Lady Tops will be back in action
this weekend with two away games

starting with Charlotte on Friday and
North Texas on Sunday.
“We can be a lot sharper offensively.
Charlotte and North Texas, defensively, are two of the poorest teams in the
league,” Hudson said, “so hopefully we
can go in and be very good offensively
against them.”
Be sure to check out Thursday’s issue
for a preview of the weekend’s matchups.

I just want to move forward and like the
path that I’m taking and be happy with the
life that I’m creating for myself."
Oldham County Sophomore, Brandy Neelly
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» Online Gallery: Check online at
WKUHerald.com for a photo gallery from
the Hilltoppers 58-28 win over MTSU.

SOCCER

Competitive
contests keep
Lady Tops quiet
BY HUNTER FRINT
HERALD.SPORTS@WKU.EDU

ris for a 59-yard screen pass, freshman
running back D’Andre Ferby found
the end zone for the first score of the
day: a 6-yard touchdown rush to put
the Hilltoppers up 7-0 after the game's
first drive.
After forcing a punt on MTSU’s first
drive of the game, the second Hilltopper drive ended in points as well as
Doughty found senior tight end Tyler
Higbee on a 43-yard touchdown reception on a pass over the middle.
The scoring in the first quarter
wasn’t over yet as Doughty found Norris twice on the drive. The first was a
32-yard reception into the red zone,
and the very next play was a 10-yard
touchdown reception.
The Hilltoppers took a 21-0 lead only
six minutes into the game.
The Blue Raiders responded with a
nine-play, 82-yard drive that ended
in Jeremiah Bryson’s 28-yard rushing
touchdown: MTSU’s first points of the

WKU’s soccer team hit the road this
past weekend for a two game swing that
resulted in a loss against an undefeated
Middle Tennessee State University in
Murfreesboro on Friday and a draw with
the University of Alabama, Birmingham
in Birmingham on Sunday.
Middle Tennessee came into Friday’s
game undefeated in Conference USA,
and WKU fell with a final score of 2-0,
which moved them to 2-1-1 in C-USA
and 6-4-3 on the season.
The Blue Raiders’
Next game
win helped them
friday, october 16
improve to 8-36 p.m.
1 and keep their
VS. FLorida INternational conference record
@ WKU soccer complex
perfect at 4-0.
MTSU made the
first goal of the game in the 28th minute via freshman defender Morgan
Mauck.
In the 87th minute, senior forward
Tori Hawkins, assisted by freshman
midfielder Jessica Steen, scored MTSU’s second and the game's final goal.
“Middle Tennessee is a good team.
They were in first place [in C-USA] going into the game,” Head Coach Jason
Neidell said. “We played very well going into the first half, but we didn’t play
very well going in to the second half.”
Neidell’s squad mustered 13 shots on
the contest to MTSU’s 12, but wasn't
able to find the net.
“We felt like we got outplayed in the
second half,” Neidell said. “Unfortunate to lose the game, but on the day, I
got to give credit to Middle Tennessee.
They were the better team.”
The keepers for both teams worked
hard Friday night, and the game ended with WKU sophomore keeper Allison Leone’s three saves and MTSU
keeper Kelsey Brouwer’s five.
“It was pouring down rain for a
good chunk of the game. [MTSU] got
a goal lead on us, and they were able
to kind of sit in and absorb the pressure. Given the conditions, it was very,
very hard to build an attack and break
them down,” said Neidell.
WKU then traveled to Birmingham,
Alabama, to take on UAB. The teams
had only faced each other once before in Bowling Green in a contest that
ended with a 1-0 WKU victory during
the 2014 season.
“Middle Tennessee and UAB play
very similarly, so really when we got
to prepare for the weekend, we got
to prepare for both teams kind of the
same way,” Neidell said. “That was

SEE FOOTBALL PAGE A7

SEE SOCCER PAGE A7

Senior wide receiver Antwane Grant (3) makes a catch in front of Middle Tennessee cornerback Alex Dale (2) during the Hilltoppers' 58-28 win Saturday at Smith Stadium. NICK WAGNER/HERALD

WKU 58

28 MTSU

Bragging Rights

Productive offense leads to big win over rival
BY BILLY RUTLEDGE
HERALD.SPORTS@WKU.EDU

I

t had been 26 years since the Hilltoppers defeated Middle Tennessee State University in Bowling
Green. That streak ended Saturday.
WKU (5-1, 3-0) dominated its rival
from the very beginning, besting the
Blue Raiders 58-28 after a high-flying,
52-point first half of offensive performance.
The win improved the Hilltoppers'
conference record to 3-0 for the first
time in the FBS era, and their 5-1 overall record is the program’s best start
since 2012.
WKU also received the most votes in
the AP Top 25 in program history with
five following the win.
“This win feels good; I’m not going to
lie. It’s a very rewarding victory,” Head
Coach Jeff Brohm said. “We felt MTSU
is a very good football team, and we
still think they are. For our guys to

come out in the first half and play
like that, I couldn’t be any happier or
prouder of them.”
Senior quarterback Brandon Doughty threw all five of his touchdown
passes in the first half and finished
with 359 yards.
Statistically, junior receiver Taywan
Taylor continued being one of the
best receivers in college football, finishing with six catches for 120 yards
and three touchdowns. Fellow junior
Nicholas Norris tallied six catches for
148 yards and a touchdown.
After suffering a 50-47 triple-overtime defeat to MTSU last season, WKU
players expressed after the game how
it was nice to pull out the win.
“It’s a huge win. We really worked
hard this week, and we practiced
pissed off again,” Doughty said. “Anytime you can get a rivalry win like that
at home, that’s our goal: to protect the
Houch [the stadium].”
After Doughty connected with Nor-

VOLLEYBALL

Lady Tops move to No. 22 with winning weekend
BY MATTHEW STEWART
HERALD.SPORTS@WKU.EDU
With another successful
weekend under its belt, the
Lady Topper volleyball team
moved up in the American
Volleyball Coaches Association poll and in the Rating Percentage Index poll.
WKU is now No. 22 in the
nation according to the AVCA
poll; it’s even higher at No.
19 in the RPI poll with a 19-2
overall record and an unblemished 6-0 record in Conference USA.
In a battle of the unbeatens,
WKU pulled away with a 3-1
win on Friday over the University of Texas at San Antonio (12-6, 4-1) in arguably the
biggest C-USA matchup of the
season.
“We just had to continue to
adjust — slow the ball down
so we can get a chance to
defend,” Head Coach Travis
Hudson said. “Good teams
make runs, but it was huge to
get that first set win.”
On Friday the Lady Toppers
were matched against a team
that was expected to challenge
WKU for the championship
this year. UTSA also presented
a nationally recognized offensive player, junior outside
hitter Dajana Boskovic, whom

Junior defensive specialist Kaelin Grimes (17) digs a ball to the setter during the Lady Toppers' 3-1
win over UTSA on Friday at Diddle Arena. ABBEY TANNER/HERALD
Hudson said the team did not
have an answer for last year.
In WKU’s lone C-USA loss
last season, Boskociv had a
game-high 17 kills with a .333
hitting percentage.
This time, the Lady Tops
came out of the gates swinging in front of a crowd of 1,587.
The defense for the Hilltoppers kept Boskovic to just a

.100 hitting percentage in the
first set, and the story would
stay the same for much of the
night. The Lady Toppers, who
sport a 13-game win streak after the weekend, were clicking
on all cylinders Friday night.
Senior outside hitter Haley
Bodway tallied four kills on 5
attempts to rack up a .800 hitting percentage in the first set.

“She played well all weekend
long. People may not have understood why I hung in there
with her so much when she
was struggling the first part of
the season,” Hudson said. “It
was because I knew this kid
was inside.”
Hudson said Bodway can
compete with any of the other
outside hitters in the league.

He added that if he can get her
more regularly involved in the
Lady Topper scheme, his team
would be hard to beat.
“Certainly we are benefitting
from her playing very, very
well right now,” Hudson said.
Sophomore outside hitter
Sydney Engle is also hitting
her groove during what Hudson sees as an important time.
“It really helped us immensely. The timing seems
like when we’ve needed somebody different, somebody different has been ready,” Hudson said.
This season the Lady Tops
have seen senior middle hitter Noelle Langenkamp and
juniors Jessica Lucas and
Alyssa Cavanaugh step up in
big games. Hudson said this
weekend, that inspiration
came from a different place.
“Sydney Engle was the kid
this weekend that was just
terrific,” Hudson said, adding
that she is hitting .392 in conference play.
Hudson spoke in early September about the difficulties
Engle was having with finding
a rhythm. He said the rest of
his squad’s consistency has allowed her and other struggling
players to find their form.

SEE VOLLEYBALL PAGE A7

